USERS GUIDE

Live Eyewear's Cocoons are engineered to be the world’s preeminent fit-over sunglasses. They’re constructed of
the finest materials and have features that deliver flawless performance. Knowing what your Cocoons can do
and how you should care for them will help you take full advantage of all they have to offer.
Because the features are unique, some owners are simply unaware of them and miss out on appreciating the
benefits. Here are a few tips to help you maximize your enjoyment of our flagship brand.

FRAME ARCHITECTURE
Our fit-over frames are made from a particular type of hypoallergenic ballistic
nylon. The frames’ lightweight, extraordinary resilience is achieved from a
blending formula that’s a trade secret. The byproduct is market renowned.
We go to these lengths to address an issue that’s ignored by most, if not all
competitors. Instead of asking our customers to treat their sunglasses with
kid gloves, we acknowledge that the very nature of a sunglass means it’s
going to be accidentally dropped, stepped on or left to slide back and forth
on a car dashboard. We eliminate the need to “be careful” with your
sunglasses by constructing Cocoons in a way that makes them more
durable than most sunglasses and ready to handle whatever you can put
them through. Our confidence in Cocoons is reiterated by our lifetime
warranty. Live life as you normally would. If they fail to hold up for any
reason, we’ll replace them.

Want to see what happens when a car runs over a
pair of Cocoons? Click the video image to see it now!

SOFT TOUCH® FRAME FINISH
While Cocoons are available in numerous colors, they all have a velvet-like
feel. This is because they’re encased in a Soft Touch jacket that
encapsulates the ballistic nylon frame. Soft Touch is a washable,
impenetrable coating that serves a special purpose. The low durometer
(a.k.a. hardness) of the coating creates a microscopic cushion between your
eyeglasses and the Cocoons. As opposed to hard, plastic type fit-over
glasses, Cocoons don’t clatter or grind against the frame of your prescription
eyewear. They quietly float on your eyewear. This delivers a more
comfortable ride and eliminates the possibility of the fit-over wearing away at
or scratching expensive prescription glasses.

Soft Touch is very durable, it even holds up against
coarse beach sand!

FLEX2FIT® TEMPLES
Fit-over sunglasses are designed to be worn over prescription eyewear. This
can compound an issue that many people experience when wearing just a
single pair of glasses. Comfort and fit. Flex2Fit temples are adjustable. They
can be customized to fit any shape and size head or position of the ears and
can be adjusted to avoid any uncomfortable interaction with the eyeglasses.
If a fit-over style sunglass can’t be adjusted, periods of extended wear may
cause irritation. The capacity to customize the span and shape of the
temples also provides a quick and easy method to secure the fit-over
sunglasses. All too often, fit-over style sunglasses can slip or jostle out of
position (even fall off) if there’s no possibility for the wearer to “secure” them
in place.
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Cocoons are extremely comfortable. Even during long
periods of use, it’s hard to notice you’re wearing them.
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POLARé® POLARIZED LENSES
Cocoons lenses are available in a variety of tints and transmissions.
Every one blocks 100% UVA&B to at least 400 nanometers. Some of
our specialized tints block even higher than 400, reducing blue light as
well. The tint of the lens has nothing to do with glare reduction.
Personal preference is usually the reason people will choose a specific
tint. A copper lens for example, increases contrast while delivering a
warm, soothing visual experience. Gray is popular because it’s a neutral
tone that doesn’t distort colors. We even offer specialized coatings
such as flash and full mirrors. These types of lenses are popular for
use in extremely bright conditions such as in the snow or out at sea.
Always test lenses outdoors when you’re trying out your options. By the
way, Cocoons are also available in photochromic tints that lighten up in
low light and darken in bright, sunny conditions. All of our lenses,
photochromic included, are highly scratch resistant.

There’s over a dozen Cocoons lens options. Pick
the tint and transmission that you are most
comfortable with.

STORAGE & CLEANING
Cocoons are tough. You can clean them with soapy water without
damaging them, but never use a solvent or harsh cleanser, such as
bleach. A complimentary Duracloth® is included with every pair for
polishing the lenses. If needed, you can wipe the lenses with the
Duracloth and soapy water or use a citrus or non-solvent lens cleaning
fluid. If the lens is particularly grimy, you can pop them out for a
thorough rinse and wipe down. When you’re not wearing them, it’s a
good idea to keep them in the complimentary case. It provides great
protection and can be clipped on to your belt by using the belt clip, or
attach it to your purse or gear bag with the swivel D-ring clip. In
addition, if you drop it in the water, even with your Cocoons inside, it’ll
float!

When you’re not wearing them, keep them in the
complimentary case provided with every pair.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
That’s right! We warranty them for life. We won’t replace them if your
dog chews up a pair or if you microwave them, but if they fail for any
reason during relatively normal use, you’ll get a new pair. No
arguments. No hoops to jump through. Simply send them back with a
check to cover shipping and handling. It’s that simple. You can read
the terms and conditions of the lifetime warranty here
www.cocoonseyewear.com/warranty

Do you know of any other sunglasses that have a
lifetime warranty? Cocoons do!

Live Eyewear Inc.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
800.834.2563 (United States)
805.782.7070 (International)
www.cocoonseyewear.com
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